**Light the dust**
Light the cold smoke generator by placing a lit tealight in the slot on the outer corner of the smoke generator. Leave in place for around 3 to 4 minutes until the wood dust begins to burn and blacken. Once you see smoke rising from the dust, carefully remove the tealight and extinguish the flame. Place the cold smoke generator into the base of your smoker. The blackening wood dust will begin to spread and very slowly travel along the mesh channel.

**Start smoking**
Place the meat on the smoking racks in your smoker. If you have several slabs keep them separate from each other. It doesn’t matter which way up they are. Close your smoker and leave for 10 hours. It’s worth checking the smoking process once or twice to be sure the cold smoke generator is smoldering as it should. Be sure to position your smoker in a covered, well-ventilated area. Not recommended for use indoors!

**Allow to settle**
Remove the bacon slabs from the smoker and leave to settle for a few hours. This helps to evenly distribute the smoke flavor.

**Slice, cook and eat!**
Your bacon is ready to eat. Slice to the required thickness. A meat slicer will make light work of slicing and give you even thicknesses. Or, for authentic thick country bacon, slice by hand. Store packs of bacon rashers in the fridge for around two weeks, or freeze and defrost as required. Vacuum packing will also prolong the shelf life of your bacon. Enjoy.

**Extra tips**
- Use only a dry, natural, fine hardwood or fruitwood dust with your cold smoke generator.
- Be sure to cold smoke at temperatures at least under 68°F (20°C). Be aware that on a hot day, your smoker will absorb ambient heat, so position away from direct sunlight.
- If you like things really smoky, use two consecutive 10 hour burns of your cold smoke generator.
Rub the cure into both the meat and the fat side and along each edge.

Apply the cure mix
You will need to use about one third to half of your cure mix on the first application. Keep the remaining mix back (cover the bowl with cling film) to use over the next few days on new applications. Place the pork slab(s) into your plastic food tray and, wearing food preparation gloves, vigorously rub the cure mix into every surface, including the sides. Keep the skin and fat on the pork slabs and cure these surfaces too. If the slab is particularly thick pierce with a skewer to help the cure mix penetrate. If you are curing two or more slabs of meat at once, stack them on top of each other, meat side together.
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You will need to use about one third to half of your cure mix on the first application. Keep the remaining mix back (cover the bowl with cling film) to use over the next few days on new applications. Place the pork slab(s) into your plastic food tray and, wearing food preparation gloves, vigorously rub the cure mix into every surface, including the sides. Keep the skin and fat on the pork slabs and cure these surfaces too. If the slab is particularly thick pierce with a skewer to help the cure mix penetrate. If you are curing two or more slabs of meat at once, stack them on top of each other, meat side together.

Store in the refrigerator
Place the meat inside the plastic tub in the bottom of your refrigerator. Wedge under one end so the container is on a slope. This allows the liquid which is extracted from the meat by the osmosis effect of the salt cure to be drained off to one side and it can then be easily poured away.

DAY 2
Pour off excess liquid
After 24 hours remove the bacon slabs and pour off the excess liquid including any sludgy cure mix. You'll notice that the meat has started to darken in color and begun to shrink slightly.

Apply more cure mix
Sprinkle more cure mix onto your pork slabs and massage into both meat and fat sides as before. Lay the slabs into the plastic tray the other way round to Day 1. Keep back enough cure for another one or two applications.

Put back into the fridge
Place in the bottom of the fridge as before with the plastic container wedged at an angle. You will find that most of the liquid comes out after Day 1, but continue to drain off any excess on each subsequent day of curing.

DAY 3 & 4
Repeat same steps for Day 2 on Days 3 and 4. You can shorten the process by a day, but the longer you cure the better the flavor of your bacon will be.

DAY 5
Remove and wash the pork slabs
Take each pork slab out of the plastic container and throw away any remaining cure mix. Rinse the pork under the tap to remove all cure residues. If you don't like your bacon to be too salty we recommend you fill the sink with cool water and soak the joints for around 30 minutes. This does seem the wrong thing to do having spent the past few days trying to remove moisture, but this last quick soak doesn't penetrate the meat and really does reduce saltiness.

Dry the pork
Using kitchen towel or clean tea towels, dry each pork joint as thoroughly as possible. Then place the pork slabs on a metal drying rack and leave uncovered for one further day in the bottom of the fridge.

DAY 6
Bring the pork to room temperature
Remove the pork from the fridge and leave on the cooling rack. Allow to come up to room temperature for about one hour. This will prevent condensation during the smoking process which would inhibit the absorption of the smoke flavor as the smoke will attach itself to water droplets.

Prepare your cold smoke generator
Fill the cold smoke generator with 3.5oz (100g) of oak dust from the pack supplied. Smooth the dust evenly into place and tap the unit gently to ensure the dust is settled but do not compress. Leave the top ridge of the maze channel visible and don’t overfill as this could cause the smouldering to jump tracks.

Prepare your cold smoking compartment
You will need a covered, ventilated compartment in which to cold smoke. This could be a smoker, a hooded barbecue or a homemade smoking chamber - an old cupboard or even a cardboard box. Place a metal baking tray in the base on which the cold smoke generator will sit and some racks above for your bacon or a means of hanging your bacon slabs. Ideally you need a vent at the base which will gently ‘draw’ your smouldering wood dust and another vent at the top to allow the smoke to escape and renew itself.